Netscouters is an investment ecosystem for football. What we will do is adopt freely and without economic consideration, it is an activity not derived from any obligation and provided free of charge. It is also true that this contribution is the result of a decision by the player's parents that, in a disinterested way, contribute to carry out the projects.

What is the problem? With the absence of subsidy, as the main cause, we can say that the situation of amateur clubs is unsustainable. Target is to empower amateur teams around the world to raise new football superstars and to create football-related content, while giving fans and investors an opportunity to support their favorite's players and earn money with huge ROI.

How it works? Our solution is to create a new platform where the club's matches will be sold on pay-per-view or fees paid from professional clubs to see player's statistics generated from the platform. During evaluation process they will also receive compensation. Other sources of entry will be the video-streaming platforms where the club's matches will be sold on commission of the advertisements that appear on players' videos or on products that are sold using the player's video.

Financial model and return of investments. The direct business model include three components: 
1. Agency business model: selling data licensing, scouting services, becoming consultants in football projects, scouting and signing deals
2. Sport commerce: with virtual shops to sell sport wearing and equipment
3. Digital commerce: with NFTs and NFT derivatives

Use of funds: 35% Development and infrastructure, 35% Marketing and community building, 14% Build platform organization, 6% Advisors of Board Member, 6% Finance, 3% Blockchain, 3% Real time scouting, 7% Executives, 3% Country director.

The Members of the Project Team include:
- Daniel Hernández, Co-founder
- Andrea Vasciarelli, Business Advisor
- Hamdada, Digital Marketing Director
- Guy Lebrun, Marketing Manager
- Massimiliano Vasciarelli, Digital Strategy
- Damiano Lino, Marketing Manager
- Francisco Hernández, Co-founder & Business Advisor
- Yacine Hamdada, Crypto Expert
- Mapie Amani, Ex. Real Madrid Manager S. Spain Third Division
- Antonio Ortiz, Ex. Professional Scouts
- Massimiliano Vasciarelli, Digital Strategy
- Riccardo Asenjo, Executive Director